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Recruitment is not just carried out to meet 
immediate vacancies but should be seen as 
part of an overall organisational strategy for 
resourcing personnel. See if you can discuss 
the job role with involved departments, 
managers, colleagues, leaving job holder etc., 
to get the whole picture.

• If the candidate is to replace a leaving 
job holder (in other words an existing job 
role), then take the opportunity to 
re-evaluate the job scope.

• If the candidate is to fill out a new job 
function with many unknown factors, 
then sketch out the overall lines and 
objectives: be honest about uncertainties.

• If the candidate is to fill out a temporary 
vacancy or an internship, then explicitly 
define expectations and job tasks. Your 
permanent job may be attractive to 
ambitious people who will use it as a 
stepping stone to more prestigious jobs. 
Fine, but if you want to avoid any lack of 
involvement, you need to specify this in 
your job ad.

If the job title does not explicitly describe the job 
function, then use a strapline to do so. You may 
have to work a lot with the job title, so that it is 
not obscure and doesn't convey what the job 
function is.

Also try to incorporate something new, 
innovative, exciting, challenging in the role - 
people are attracted to new things.

The job description must be in line with 
reality. In the eyes of the new candidate, and 
the colleagues, the official job advert remains 
the most important document for the job role 
(together with the contract). So you must take 
it seriously, otherwise you might put 
performance of the new professional at risk.

In other words your choice of wording is 
important: too complex and you could give 
the impression of inaccessibility, too 
lightweight and you may lose credibility. Ask 
colleagues to compare your proposed 
wording with their experiences of the 
company and the job.

An instrument to control the amount of 
applications is the job requirements. The 
more specific your job requirement list, the 
fewer, better targeted responses you are 
likely to receive.

• If the role is specialist and senior, you may 
prefer to receive five excellent applications 
rather than fifty average ones.

• For a graduate trainee position you may 
prefer a bigger choice.
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JOB REQUIREMENTS
Writing a goal oriented job description will 
attract potential candidates who want to grow 
within the position, and learn how to make 
larger contributions to your organisation. See 
the difference between these two phrases:

• Is responsible for the preparation and 
follow-up of financial management and 
internal control.

• Takes responsibility for developing a sound 
financial management and internal control 
to save money for the agency.

In the same way, clearly defined job role 
objectives will, instead of a list of job 
responsibilities, turn focus more towards the 
personal qualities than the skills. This is critical 
for high responsibility jobs. But perhaps to be 
avoided in more administrative functions.
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Build a mental picture of the sort of person 
you, and the team, see fitting in. Write as if you 
were speaking to your imaginary candidate. 
Use language that your reader uses, and 
describe the job as practically as possible. 
Refer to the reader as 'you' and use the 
second person ('you', 'your' and 'yours' etc) in 
the description of requirements and 
expectations. It gets the reader involved.

The job description should be as practical as 
possible. Make it short. Cut down on 
formalities (and explain them later to the 
candidate). Try to omit any unnecessary 
articles such as "a", "an" and "the". Mark for 
example the difference between these two:

• Managing the development team: this 
includes organising and planning the work of 
a team of members, reporting on the work 
progress to the project managers, researching 
and selecting technologies needed to 

TALKING TO YOUR 
IDEAL CANDIDATE

implement services, keeping the development 
team up-to-date with state of the art...

• Managing development team; organising and 
planning work team members, reporting on 
work progress to project managers, 
researching and selecting technologies 
needed to implement services, keeping 
development team up-to-date.

Remember that there is a major difference 
between an online ad and print version. Online 
job boards force users to read much more 
from top and downwards. Therefore the job 
ad must quickly get to the point. If it doesn't 
grab attention, the race is lost before it begins.

How to get your job advert noticed:

• Don't use long words where short ones will do

• Cut out words where possible

• Use active forms instead of passive

• Strong verbs and specific nouns give energy

• Avoid over-designed graphics and 
extravagantly presented layouts

Writing a goal oriented job description will 
attract potential candidates who want to grow 
within the position, and learn how to make 
larger contributions to your organisation. See 
the difference between these two phrases:

• Is responsible for the preparation and 
follow-up of financial management and 
internal control.

• Takes responsibility for developing a sound 
financial management and internal control 
to save money for the agency.

In the same way, clearly defined job role 
objectives will, instead of a list of job 
responsibilities, turn focus more towards the 
personal qualities than the skills. This is critical 
for high responsibility jobs. But perhaps to be 
avoided in more administrative functions.
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"We have received many applications for our position which we advertised on the BrusselsJobs 
website and found it a very effective way to recruit. We had immediate and numerous responses 
to our ad, so we asked you to remove our ad earlier as we received enough applications. Many thanks 
for your great service."
- Emmanuelle Bomo, Harwood Levitt Consulting
 
"We were urgently recruiting for an ''Assistentin/Sekretärin der Geschäftsführung'' in Brussels and 
decided to put up the vacancy on BrusselsJobs.com. 3 weeks later we had many quality applications of 
which we managed to identify some good candidates. As a result we managed to hire one of them already. 
The Advertisement on BrusselsJobs was very useful for us. Thank you very much for your service."
- Elena Iuga, Deutscher Anwaltverein
 
"I was very pleased with the response to our add on BrusselsJobs. I think the BrusselsJobs website 
is very well structured and a key reference for candidates and but also recruiters!"
- RA. R. Ayazi, Secretary General, NEREUS-Secretariat

"We have indeed received a good number of applicants from the advert we placed on BrusselsJobs. 
The statistics BrusselsJobs provided us with showed us we had over 900 users, who viewed our ad over 
a 1000 times in only three weeks. I am convinced we will soon hire a good Executive Assistant."
- Joanne Dowson, Recruitment Coordinator Talent Sourcing Europe and Middle East GALLUP

Top companies use BrusselsJobs

What our Clients Say

Reach your top talent today
• Centralized site for well-educated international experts and expats looking for jobs in Belgium
• 10 000 sessions (visits) and 7 000 users (unique visitors)
• 7 000 weekly general Newsletter sent and 5 000 weekly Job Alerts with custom preferences

Highly qualified jobseekers in the fields of 
Business, Finance, HR, Accounting, Office 
Mgmt., Assistant, IT, and many more.

CONTACT SALES:

Ask about up to 30% off volume packs
and about our high visibility packages

info@brusselsjobs.com 
Tel: Belgium +32(0)2 790 3200 
Tel: UK +44 (0)20 3608 8800

• 82% are willing to relocate
• 57% hold a master’s degree
• 46% have a specialisation in business, 

finance or administration
• Multilingual with English as the most 

common language

Through years of marketing and 
networking at industry relevant events, 
BrusselsJobs attracted a niche audience 
of highly qualified candidates.


